
WASHINGTON: The US trade deficit narrowed
slightly in July, but the gap with China, a focus of the
Trump administration’s “America First” agenda, surged
to a six-month high. The report from the Commerce
Department yesterday came against the backdrop of an
escalation in the trade war between the United States
and China. The two economic giants slapped fresh tar-
iffs on each other on Sunday, fanning fears of a global
recession. President Donald Trump on Tuesday warned
he would be “tougher” on Beijing in a second term if
trade talks dragged on.

The Commerce Department said the trade deficit
dropped 2.7 percent to $54.0 billion as exports
rebounded and imports fell. Data for June was revised
down to show the trade gap shrinking to $55.5 billion
instead of the previously reported $55.2 billion.
Economists polled by Reuters had forecast the trade
gap narrowing to $53.5 billion in July.

The politically sensitive goods trade deficit with
China increased 9.4 percent to $32.8 billion, with
imports jumping 6.4 percent. Exports to China fell 3.3
percent in July. The goods trade deficit with the
European Union jumped to a record high, with the
shortfall with Germany the largest since August 2015.

Washington imposed 15 percent tariffs on more
than $125 billion in Chinese imports, including smart
speakers, Bluetooth headphones and clothing. In
retaliation, China slapped additional duties on some of
the US goods on a $75 billion target list, including a 5
percent tariff on crude oil. Additional tariffs are due in
December. The trade tensions have rattled financial
markets and triggered a global manufacturing reces-
sion. US financial markets were little moved by the
trade data.

Exports rebound
In July, goods exports increased 0.9 percent to

$138.2 billion. But with China imposing additional tar-
iffs on US soybeans, beef and pork, exports are likely
to decline in the months ahead. China’s commerce
ministry said in early August that Chinese companies
had stopped buying US farm products. A survey of
manufacturers on Tuesday showed a measure of
export orders received by factories plummeted in
August to the lowest level since April 2009. In July,
exports were boosted by consumer goods, which
increased $1.5 billion. Capital goods exports rose $0.8
billion. There were also increases in exports of motor
vehicles. Exports of industrial supplies and materials,
however, decreased $1.7 billion, with shipments of
crude oil falling $0.5 billion. Goods imports dropped
0.2 percent to $211.8 billion. Economists believe
imports rebounded in August as businesses probably
stocked up on Chinese goods following the announce-
ment of further tariffs.

The US-China trade tensions have caused wild
swings in the trade deficit, with exporters and
importers trying to stay ahead of the tariff fight
between the two economic giants. The import bill was
pulled down by a $1.5 billion decline in capital goods
imports. The drop in capital goods imports suggests
business investment could remain weak in the third
quarter after contracting in the April-June period for
the first time in three years.

But imports of industrial supplies and materials rose
$0.9 billion, with petroleum products imports increas-
ing $1.0 billion. Imports from the European Union were
the highest on record in July.

When adjusted for inflation, the goods trade deficit

fell $0.7 billion to $85.5 billion in July. The so-called real
trade deficit is slightly above the second-quarter aver-
age, suggesting trade could again weigh on gross
domestic product this quarter. Trade subtracted 0.72
percentage point from GDP in the second quarter. The
economy grew at a 2.0 percent annualized rate in the

last quarter, slowing from the first quarter’s brisk 3.1
percent rate. The Atlanta Federal Reserve is forecasting
the economy growing at a 1.7 percent pace in the third
quarter. In July, the services surplus decreased $0.1 bil-
lion to $19.7 billion, the lowest level since February
2016, as imports of services hit a record high. —Reuters
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Goods exports increase 0.9%; imports slip 0.2%

US trade deficit shrinks, but 
shortfall with China widens

MICHIGAN: In this file photo, line workers build on the chassis of full-size General Motors pickup trucks at
the Flint Assembly plant in Flint, Michigan. A bump in US exports helped shrink America’s yawning trade
deficit in July. —AFP

Lagarde promises
euro MPs reform,
openness at ECB
BRUSSELS: After years of hectic crisis-
fighting and massive expansion of its role, the
European Central Bank must review how it
purses price stability and communicate better
with EU citizens, incoming president
Christine Lagarde told Brussels lawmakers
yesterday.

“I want to dust off our language and do
without excessive technocratic jargon to
allow citizens... to understand what the ECB is
for,” Lagarde told the European Parliament’s
economic affairs committee. Since the finan-
cial crisis a decade ago, the ECB has driven
interest rates into negative territory and
bought 2.6 trillion euros ($2.9 trillion) of gov-
ernment bonds in an effort to stimulate
growth and drive up inflation.

Now, external threats such as the US-
China trade war are braking growth, with
Germany on the brink of recession and
Britain mired in Brexit turmoil. Inflation is still
short of the ECB’s just-below-2.0-percent
target and savers and banks are grumbling
that low interest rates are eating into nest
eggs and harming profitability. With other
central banks backed into similar corners,
voices calling for their role and tools to be re-
examined have grown louder.

“Given the circumstances” it might now be
time for “a review of the monetary frame-
work,” Lagarde said. But the 63-year-old for-
mer French finance minister and IMF director
was short on detail, saying she did not  want
to preempt remaining ECB governing council
meetings before she takes office.

On nearer-term concerns, she reiterated
that she would stick to the “same sound prin-

ciples” as current ECB boss Mario Draghi,
seeing “highly accommodative policy war-
ranted for an extended period of time”. The
departing president is expected to push for a
new big-bang package of stimulus measures
on September 12 to ward off threats such as
protectionism and Brexit. Moves could
include deepening negative interest rates on
banks’ deposits at the ECB and a relaunch of
“quantitative easing” (QE) mass bond-buy-
ing to boost credit in the system.

Welcome committee 
While she has extensive policy experi-

ence, Lagarde lacks the economics doctor-
ate of previous heads of the ECB. But mem-

bers of the committee focused more on her
gender, with several hailing the fact that a
woman had been nominated to the top ECB
post for the first time.

The European parliament cannot block
Lagarde as the ECB job is the preserve of
EU heads of government. But the committee
will hold a vote later Wednesday as part of
the legislature’s consultative role in the
appointment.

If all goes well, Lagarde will take office on
November 1. She could be pitched immedi-
ately into crisis-fighting mode if Britain quits
the European Union without a deal the day
before-the current default position-with
ensuing trade and financial havoc. — AFP 

BRUSSELS: French President-designate of the European Central Bank (ECB) Christine
Lagarde (right) speaks prior’s to attend a European Parliament’s Committee on
Economic Affairs with the Vice chair of Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
Ludek Niedermayer (left) at the EU Parliament, in Brussels, yesterday. —AFP

Greek economic 
growth gains
pace, boosted 
by net exports
ATHENS: Greece’s economy remained
on the path of recovery in April-to-June,
with its pace of expansion picking up from
the first quarter thanks to a boost from net
exports and government spending. 

Gross domestic product expanded by
0.8 percent in the second quarter com-
pared with a 0.2 percent growth rate in
the first three months of the year,
according to seasonally adjusted data
released yesterday by the statistics
service ELSTAT. On an annual basis,
economic growth accelerated to 1.9 per-
cent from a downwardly revised 1.1 per-
cent clip in the previous quarter.
“Second quarter GDP growth was
broadly in line with market consensus
and in line with projections for a growth

rate of 2.0 percent or slightly higher for
the year as a whole,” said National bank
economist Nikos Magginas. 

Data showed that exports of goods
and services, up 3.3 percent compared
to the first quarter, outpaced imports
which fell 0.8 percent, producing a posi-
tive contribution to domestic economic
output. While government spending also
boosted GDP in the second quarter,
household spending shrank 0.7 percent
on an annual basis and by 0.4 percent
quarter-on-quarter. Weaker consumer
spending was likely due to households
putting off planned expenditures until
after the national election that took
place in July. 

“We will likely see a sharp rebound in
consumer spending in the third quarter,
given that consumer confidence hit a 19-
year high in August,” Magginas said.
Greece’s 180 billion euro economy grew
1.9 percent last year, driven mainly by net
exports, with private consumption also
providing a boost. Greece emerged from
a decade of bailouts in August last year
and is now relying on financial markets to
cover borrowing needs.  — Reuters

Australian 
economic growth
hits 10-year low
SYDNEY: The Australian economy has
recorded its weakest annual growth in a
decade, official data released yesterday
showed, expanding just 1.4 percent in the
year to June.

The Australian Bureau of Statistics report-
ed the economy grew 0.5 percent between
April and June compared with the previous
quarter, a small increase driven by mining
exports and government spending. “The
external sector drove GDP growth this quar-
ter, while growth in the domestic economy
remains steady,” chief economist Bruce
Hockman said.

Australia has avoided recession for almost
28 years but yesterday’s figures will fuel
concerns about the economic outlook with
growth falling to its lowest levels since the
global financial crisis in 2009. No other
OECD nation has enjoyed such a prolonged
uninterrupted period of economic growth, in
part thanks to a mining boom in the 2000s
on the back of strong demand for resources
from China.

Shane Oliver, chief economist at AMP
Capital, said the current risk of a recession
“cannot be ignored”, with conditions in some
pockets of the economy already feeling
“recession-like”. “With consumer spending

still struggling to lift noticeably, falling resi-
dential construction, moderate business
investment growth, the private sector side of
the economy will likely remain weak,” he said.

The central bank kept the main interest
rate at a record low of 1.00 percent on
Tuesday owing to subdued consumer spend-
ing and a slump in the housing market.
Analysts believe the bank could further cut

rates in the coming months to help boost the
economy. “It is reasonable to expect that an
extended period of low interest rates will be
required,” Reserve Bank of Australia chief
Philip Lowe said. But Prime Minister Scott
Morrison was upbeat about the weak data,
telling local radio on Wednesday he was con-
fident recent tax cuts would stimulate the
economy in the current quarter. — AFP

Commerzbank,
Deutsch CEOs 
warn of ECB 
rate cut fallouts 
FRANKFURT: The CEOs of Germany’s
two largest listed banks yesterday warned
that a further cut in interest rates by the
European Central Bank would deal a blow
to savers and the financial system while
having only minimal effect on the econo-
my. The stern message comes a week
before an ECB policy meeting at which
decision makers are expected to lean
towards a stimulus package that includes a
rate cut.

Deutsche Bank CEO Christian Sewing
told a banking conference that his compa-

ny’s customers had said they would not
invest more if credit were 0.10 percentage
points cheaper. A rate cut would “only
drive up asset prices and further burden
savers”, he said. Lower rates would help
those who are indebted or invested in
assets, but the majority of the population
would not benefit, he said.

“That divides society further,” he said.
Over the long term, low rates are ruining
the financial system, he added.
Commerzbank CEO Martin Zielke backed
Sewing’s stance.

“I also don’t consider this a sustainable,
responsible policy,” Zielke said. Banks in
Germany and across Europe have long
complained about ECB policy which
requires banks to pay to park their cash at
the central bank, hurting their profits.
Banks in Germany paid 2.4 billion euros
($2.7 billion) to the central bank to hold
cash in 2018, the German government said
in response to a parliamentary inquiry on
negative interest rates. — Reuters 

SYDNEY: Shoppers travel on an escalator at a shopping center in Sydney on Tuesday.
The Australian economy has recorded its weakest annual growth in a decade, official
data released yesterday showed, expanding just 1.4 percent in the year to June. —AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: Facebook  on
Tuesday said facial recognition technol-
ogy applied to photos at the social net-
work will be an opt-in feature. The
change that began rolling out to users
around the world came as the leading
social network remains under pressure
to better protect privacy and user data,
including biometric information.

Nearly two years ago, Facebook
introduced a face recognition feature
that went beyond suggesting friends to
tag in pictures or videos but could let
user know when they were in images
they had permission to see elsewhere on
the service. Facebook is doing away with
a “tag” suggestion setting in favor of an
overall facial recognition setting which
will be off by default, according to a post
by artificial intelligence applied research
lead Srinivas Narayanan.

“Facebook’s face recognition technol-

ogy still does not recognize you to
strangers,” Narayanan said. “We don’t
share your face recognition information
with third parties. We also don’t sell our
technology.” People new to Facebook or
who had the “tag” feature operating will
get word from the social network about
the face recognition setting along with
an easy way to turn it on if they wish,
according to Narayanan.

“People will still be able to manually
tag friends, but we won’t suggest you to
be tagged if you do not have face recog-
nition turned on,” Narayanan said. “If
you already have the face recognition
setting, you won’t receive a notice.” The
move comes amid growing concerns
about facial recognition technology by
law enforcement and government agen-
cies, and with widespread use of the
system for surveillance in parts of the
world including China. —AFP

Facial recognition becomes
opt-in feature at Facebook


